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ABSTRACT
Families of solitary waves (“solitons”) associated with two atmospheric bores on the same day were
observed by an unprecedented number of ground-based and airborne profiling systems during the International H2O Project (IHOP). In addition, a very high-resolution numerical weather prediction model
initialized with real data was used with success to simulate one of the bores and the evolving soliton. The
predicted wave amplitude, phase speed, wavelength, and structure compared well to these extraordinarily
detailed observations. The observations suggest that during the active phase (when turbulent mixing was
active, which was prior to bore collapse), the bores and waves vigorously mixed dry air from above a
nocturnal boundary layer down to the surface. Refractivity computed from near-surface radar observations
showed pronounced decreases due to sudden drying during the passage of the bores in this phase, but
refractivity increases appeared during the period of bore collapse. During both phases, the bores wafted
aerosol-laden moist air up to the middle troposphere and weakened the capping inversion, thus reducing
inhibition to deep convection development. The model results indicate that the refractivity decreases near
the surface were due to drying caused by downward turbulent mixing of air by the wave circulations.
Turbulent kinetic energy was generated immediately behind the bore head, then advected rearward and
downward by the solitary waves. During the dissipation stage, the lifting by the bore head produced
adiabatic cooling aloft and distributed the very moist air near the surface upward through the bore depth,
but without any drying due to the absence of vigorous mixing. Thus, this study shows that the moist
thermodynamic effects caused by atmospheric bores and solitons strongly depend upon the life cycle of
these phenomena.

1. Introduction
One of the coordinated research objectives of the
International H2O Project (IHOP), which occurred
from 13 May to 25 June 2002 in the southern Great
Plains of the United States, was to seek to improve
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understanding of the relationship between water vapor
and processes occurring in the surface and boundary
layers that might have a bearing on convective initiation (Weckwerth et al. 2004). Density currents and
bores are lower-tropospheric phenomena that have a
proven capability to trigger deep convection (Doviak
and Ge 1984; Droegemeier and Wilhelmson 1985; Wilson and Schreiber 1986; Mueller and Carbone 1987;
Karyampudi et al. 1995; Koch and Clark 1999). Density
currents are primarily horizontal mass flows driven by
their greater density relative to their environment. In a
stratified atmosphere, a density current may generate a
hydraulic jump (a bore), causing a sudden increase in
the depth of the layer beneath the inversion (Simpson
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1987; Crook 1988; Rottman and Simpson 1989; Haase
and Smith 1989a,b). When there is a stable waveguide
of sufficient depth at low levels to trap the vertical
propagation of wave energy, a bore may evolve into a
family of solitary waves known as a “soliton” (Christie
et al. 1979; Fulton et al. 1990; Skyllingstad 1991). A
solitary wave consists of a single wave of elevation that,
owing to a balance between nonlinearity and dispersion, propagates without change of form.
IHOP provided an unprecedented set of data to examine the detailed vertical structure and characteristics
of density currents, bores, and solitons, which were observed repeatedly by a large multitude of ground-based
and airborne remote sensing systems during the 6-week
field phase of IHOP. Of particular interest in this study
is to gain an understanding of the mixing processes associated with these phenomena and how this mixing
affects the distribution of water vapor and aerosols.
Two main types of instability are known for creating
turbulent mixing in density currents (Simpson 1987): (i)
Kelvin–Helmholtz billows that roll up in the region of
speed shear above the head of the current and (ii) lobes
and clefts formed by frictional effects on the lower part
of the leading edge of the density current. The lobes
lead to static instability through an overrunning of the
denser fluid in the nose of the current over the lighter
fluid. Billows appear to be the primary means by which
the air originating from above the inversion is mixed
into a density current (Droegemeier and Wilhelmson
1985; Xu 1992; Geerts et al. 2006).
Much less is known about the nature of mixing in
atmospheric bores and solitons and how this may impact moisture and aerosol distributions. What little is
known comes primarily from laboratory studies, which
show that when the depth of the density current (db) is
greater than the depth of the stable layer (h0), the flow
of the denser fluid within the density current is partially
blocked and a bore is generated, which may propagate
ahead of it. Mixing processes in bores and solitons increase with the bore strength, defined as the ratio of the
mean bore depth to the depth of the inversion layer
(db /h0). Laboratory experiments predict that when the
bore strength lies in the range of 2 ⬍ db /h0 ⬍ 4, mixing
commences behind the bore head on the downstream
side of the first solitary wave, as well as at points farther
downstream where Kelvin–Helmholtz instability may
arise (Rottman and Simpson 1989).
An objective of this paper is to compare the remotely
sensed and numerically simulated structure of bores
and solitons. However, our primary goal is to better
understand the nature of the associated mixing processes and how this may impact moisture and aerosol
distributions and the convective initiation process. The
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structure and dynamics of two bores generated during
the early morning of 4 June 2002 over the Great Plains
provide the basis of this study. Section 2 describes the
instruments and analysis techniques used in this study.
The design of nested high-resolution model experiments appears in section 3. The results of the multisensor system observational analysis and the model simulations are discussed in sections 4 and 5, respectively.
The observed density current, bore, and solitary wave
properties are compared to theoretical predictions in
section 6. These findings are used in section 7 in the
development of a conceptual framework for understanding the nature of entrainment and turbulent mixing processes by the bores and solitons.

2. Instrument description
Measurements of wind, moisture, and temperature
with temporal sampling ranging from 1 to 60 min were
available during IHOP from a collection of surface mesonetworks (Fig. 1). All of the ground-based remote
sensing systems were located at Homestead (HISS),
Oklahoma, with the exception of the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) S-Pol radar, which
was located 15 km to the west of Homestead (EAST in
Fig. 1). S-Pol is an S-band (2.8 GHz), dual-polarization
Doppler radar with 0.91° beamwidth (Lutz et al. 1995).
Aside from reflectivity and radial velocity data, S-Pol
also provided estimates of the low-level index of refraction up to a range of ⬃40 km every 5 minutes from the
radar following the technique described in Fabry et al.
(1997). The refractivity (N ) is a function of the atmospheric pressure (P; hPa), the temperature (T; K), and
the water vapor pressure (e; hPa), according to Battan
(1973):
N ⫽ 77.6

P
e
⫹ 3.73 ⫻ 105 2 .
T
T

共1兲

Thus, the refractivity is a function of a dry density term
and a moist term. As air temperature increases, the
moist term increasingly dominates over the dry density
term. At a temperature of 18°C (representative of the
situation herein), a change in N of 10 units (out of a
typical range of ⬃300–350 N units) requires a change of
either 10°C in temperature or 2.0 hPa in water vapor
(2.0 g kg⫺1 at sea level). Weckwerth et al. (2005) found
a very high correlation between S-Pol radar refractivity
and that derived from fixed and mobile mesonet observations within a 40-km range of the radar. They also
showed that gradients in the S-Pol refractivity field
could detect low-level boundaries prior to their appearance in radar reflectivity imagery.
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FIG. 1. Surface mesonetwork stations providing data in the region of the Oklahoma Panhandle for this study during IHOP. Dry-bulb temperature, dewpoint temperature, mean sea
level pressure, precipitation, and wind speed and direction data were provided by stations
using 1- and 5-min sampling resolution. The Southwest Kansas Mesonet (15-min sampling)
provided dry-bulb temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, wind speed and direction,
wind gust, and radiation values (but no pressure data). Hourly stations provided dry-bulb
temperature, dewpoint temperature, mean sea level pressure, precipitation, wind speed and
direction, and wind gust data. Time series are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for the circled 1-min
stations. Most of the remote sensing systems, including FM-CW, AERI, SRL, and HARLIE,
were located at the Homestead (HISS) facility. The S-Pol radar was located at EAST, which
is 15 km west of HISS.

Another system used in this study was the vertically
pointing, frequency modulation–continuous wave (FMCW) radar from the University of Massachusetts (İnce
et al. 2003). The chosen FM-CW transmitter frequencies and bandwidth permitted detection of fluctuations
in the index of refraction over the lowest 2.5 km of the
atmosphere. The high sensitivity of the FM-CW radar
to fluctuations as small as a few meters proved to be a
valuable resource in this study, though an interference
pattern contaminated the lowest 800 m of the returned
signal, complicating interpretation of the data.
The NCAR Multiple Antenna Profiler (MAPR) provided measurements of the horizontal and vertical wind
components with 30-s time resolution and 60-m height
resolution over a depth of ⬃2.5–4.0 km (Cohn et al.
2001). MAPR was the only system that provided direct
and frequent measurements of winds. Five-minute
dropouts occurred on the half-hour because of Radio
Acoustic Sounding System (RASS) sampling.

Two National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) lidars were used in this study: the Scanning
Raman Lidar (SRL; Whiteman et al. 2006a,b) and the
Holographic Airborne Rotating Lidar Experiment
(HARLIE; Schwemmer et al. 1998). Measurements of
aerosol backscatter, cloud optical depth, depolarization, water substance, and temperature were all produced by SRL, but of greatest interest to this study are
mixing ratio measurements made with a temporal resolution of 2 min and a vertical resolution that varied
from ⬃30 to 200 m. HARLIE is an aerosol backscatter
lidar operating in a conical scanning mode at a 45°
elevation angle at a rate of once every 12 s with range
resolution of 30 m. By adding all profiles from each
scan, backscatter signal displays were produced. Since
the values at each altitude are an average of all of the
data over all scan angles, the effective altitude resolution of the imagery is actually ⬃50 m below 2-km altitude, above which it gradually degrades to ⬃250 m.
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Retrieved profiles of temperature and moisture were
provided below cloud base every 10 minutes by the
Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer
(AERI) from the University of Wisconsin—Madison
(Feltz et al. 1998, 2003a,b; Knuteson et al. 2004a,b). A
statistical retrieval was combined with hourly Rapid
Update Cycle (RUC) model profiles to provide a nominal hybrid first guess of temperature and moisture to
the AERI physical retrieval algorithm. AERI downwelling radiance measurements provided temperature
and moisture profile corrections in the planetary
boundary layer (PBL) below 2.5 km. The AERI data
have a vertical resolution of 50 m in the 0–1-km layer,
degrading to 250 m in the 2–3-km layers.
The NCAR Integrated Sounding System (ISS) system at Homestead (Cohn et al. 2001) provided detailed
soundings every three hours. These data were used to
assess the environment associated with the bores and to
provide needed measurements to calculate bore properties from theory. The data were subjected to low-pass
smoothing and automated quality control to remove
suspect data points that did not pass tests for internal
and vertical consistency, gross limit checks, and rate-ofchange limits for temperature, pressure, and ascension
rate.
The final observing system used in this study was a
set of in situ measurements (including turbulence)
made by the University of Wyoming King Air
(UWKA). The UWKA flew along a set of paths directed perpendicular to the bore fronts. The first flight
leg flown at 1850 m AGL intercepted one of the bores,
while subsequent flight legs were made behind the
bore. Pressure perturbations at flight altitude [ p⬘(t)]
were calculated using the method of LeMone et al.
(1988), wherein the difference between the actual aircraft altitude za (calculated as the sum of the radar
altitude plus the topographic elevation) and the pressure altitude zp (derived from the flight-level static
pressure and the temperature profile measured by the
UWKA assuming hydrostatic balance) was used to determine p⬘(t) as
p⬘共t兲 ⫽ g关za共t兲 ⫺ zp共t兲兴.

共2兲

High covariance between the temperature and potential temperature flight-level traces (not shown) implied
that the aircraft did not bob up and down with the
solitary waves but, rather, that it flew nearly level relative to the ground.

3. Numerical model configuration
Idealized numerical model simulations of density
currents, bores, and solitons have added significantly to
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our understanding of these phenomena (e.g., Droegemeier and Wilhelmson 1985; Crook 1988; Haase and
Smith 1989a,b; Xu 1992; Jin et al. 1996), but the ability
to numerically predict these phenomena accurately using a numerical weather prediction model initialized
with real data has not been fully established. Haase
(1991) simulated a borelike disturbance associated with
an observed cold front. Manobianco and Nutter (1999)
numerically predicted observed density currents in the
form of a sea breeze. Thomsen and Smith (2006) simulated a borelike disturbance on a stable layer, which
was provided by the relatively cool air associated with a
sea breeze. The present study differs from theirs in several important respects: 1) our study employs a model
with a resolution several times higher than theirs (0.7
km versus 3.0 km), which made it possible to simulate
multiple solitary waves with horizontal wavelengths
smaller than 10 km; 2) the current study places a much
greater emphasis on verifying the numerical prediction
of solitary wave characteristics (horizontal wavelength,
wave amplitude, phase speed, and structure) using a
large number of remote sensing systems and aircraft
data; and 3) the forcing mechanism for the bores in the
present case was precipitation, not a sea breeze or topography, which we believe is a far greater challenge
for a model to be able to predict correctly.
We performed simulations with a very high resolution version of the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State
University–National Center for Atmospheric Research
Mesoscale Model (MM5) initialized with real data. The
MM5 model was set up in a quadruple nested-grid configuration, beginning with an 18-km resolution domain
run initialized at 0000 UTC 4 June 2002 with operational 20-km RUC analysis fields. Three increasingly
smaller higher-resolution grids were then established in
a one-way nesting configuration at 6.0-, 2.0-, and 0.7-km
grid mesh sizes. The three coarser grids used 32 vertically stretched sigma coordinate surfaces, whereas the
0.7-km domain was run with 44 vertical levels, one-half
of which were contained below the 1.5 km level to provide high vertical resolution where it was most needed.
The model runs used the Burk and Thompson (1989)
PBL scheme, a 2.5-level closure method in which the
mixing length is diagnosed. The other physics used in
this simulation consisted of the Blackadar surface flux
method (Zhang and Anthes 1982), the Grell and Dévényi (2002) ensemble convective parameterization
scheme (only for the 18-km grid), the Reisner et al.
(1998) mixed-phase microphysics scheme, the RUC
land surface model (Smirnova et al. 2000), and the
Mlawer et al. (1997) radiation scheme. An experiment
was also performed to examine the sensitivity of the
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FIG. 2. Multiradar composite reflectivity display (dBZ ) and surface mesonetwork plot [temperature and dewpoint (°C) and winds]
for (a) 0430, (b) 0506, (c) 0551, and (d) 0627 UTC 4 Jun 2002. Radars used in the composite display consist of the Weather Surveillance
Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) radars in the area plus the S-Pol radar at Homestead (black circular region depicts 150-km range from
S-Pol). Thin white line demarcates a convergence boundary originating from storms in the western Oklahoma Panhandle that evolved
into the bore/soliton system A by 0430 UTC. Thicker east–west line denotes a quasi-stationary synoptic frontal system. Soliton passes
through the Homestead region immediately after 0627 UTC.

results using the Eta Model PBL scheme (Janjić 1994).
As the dissimilarity of the results from the control run
was quite minor, these results are not shown here.
Dispersion of water vapor and aerosols is enhanced
by the interaction of vertical shear and buoyancy. Under stable conditions, vertical mixing is delayed until

the Richardson number becomes small enough to permit development of turbulent bursts (Moran 2000). The
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) provides the most direct measure of the turbulence intensity. The prognostic equation for TKE [⬅q2 ⫽ 1⁄2(u⬘2 ⫹ ⬘2 ⫹ w⬘2)] is
(Arya 2000)
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2 but for (a) 0833, (b) 0909, (c) 0954, and (d) 1030 UTC 4 Jun 2002. Bore/soliton B originates from a density
current that developed to the north of the frontal system in southwestern Kansas in response to convection there.
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where turbulent fluctuations are denoted by primes.
The first term represents the vertical diffusion of TKE;

⫺u⬘w⬘u/z, ⫺⬘w⬘ /z, and (g/⌰⬘)w⬘⬘ are the turbulent fluxes of u momentum,  momentum, and buoyancy; and ⫺q3/␣l is the energy dissipation term ( is the
large-eddy length scale and ␣ is a scaling parameter).
At a grid-mesh size of 0.7 km, the MM5 model simulations approach the energy-containing eddy range of
resolved turbulence. Although a true large-eddy simulation would require further decrease in the mesh size
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FIG. 4. (a) FM-CW reflectivity (turbulence structure function C 2n units), (b) MAPR signal-to-noise ratio
(dB), (c) MAPR vertical motions (m s⫺1; red are updrafts, and blue are downdrafts), and (d) SLR mixing
ratios (g kg⫺1) for the period 0600–0900 UTC. Displays extend to 4.0 km AGL for purpose of making
comparisons, though there are no FM-CW data above 2.5 km. Bore A passes sensors at 0630 UTC, resulting
in sudden deepening of the stable boundary layer originally of 0.7-km depth to ⬃1.3-km depth, followed by
three amplitude-ordered solitary waves.

by a factor of ⬃10, an inverse cascade of energy toward
larger scales from the resolvable scales may yet occur in
the finest-mesh model run (Fedorovich et al. 2004).

4. Observational analyses
Bores are readily identifiable in surface data by a
pressure jump to a sustained higher pressure, a shift of

the winds into the direction from which the bore is
propagating, and a lack of any discernible surface cooling (Smith 1988). The various IHOP remote sensors
sampled two bores during the early morning hours of 4
June 2002. Bore A developed from an outflow boundary that originated from convection in eastern New
Mexico and crossed the Oklahoma Panhandle to the
south of a quasi-stationary synoptic frontal boundary
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FIG. 5. HARLIE aerosol backscatter logarithmic signal displays of (a) the lowest 12 km of the atmosphere
from 0300 to 1000 UTC and (b) the lowest 4 km of the atmosphere from 0600 to 0800 UTC [region depicted
by white box in (a)]. The stable boundary layer structure associated with the nocturnal inversion is disrupted
by passage of bore A at 0630 UTC. Aerosols are subsequently wafted through a 4-km-deep layer.

(note the stronger northerly winds and cooling to the
north of the front in Fig. 2). The temperature contrast
across the outflow boundary had already disappeared
by 0430 UTC (Fig. 2a), 2 h prior to its passage through
the Homestead region (Fig. 2d), yet a distinct clockwise
shift in the winds across the boundary persisted over
this time. Bore B appears to have developed from a
density current arising from postfrontal precipitation in
west-central Kansas (Figs. 2d and 3a). As the density
current merged with the synoptic frontal boundary, the
front began to propagate southeastward, a “fine line”
became apparent in the radar imagery (Fig. 3b), and the
cooling attending the outflow diminished. This devel-

oping bore reached the Homestead network shortly after 1030 UTC (Fig. 3d), by which time there was no
discernible cooling associated with its passage. Additional evidence that both of these features were actually
bores during their passage through the Homestead network is provided in the following section.

a. FM-CW, MAPR, SRL, and HARLIE
observations
Bore A is readily apparent in the FM-CW reflectivity
data (Fig. 4a) and the MAPR reflectivity and vertical
motions (Figs. 4b,c), but the SRL mixing ratio data
(Fig. 4d) were missing around the time of bore passage
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4 but the displays cover the period 0900–1200 UTC. Bore B passes at 1050 UTC,
resulting in further boundary layer deepening and mixing to 2.3 km in SRL data (less in the FM-CW display,
due to signal degradation), but the subsequent wave train lacks the amplitude ordering seen with bore A.
White arrow in (a) depicts flight of UW King Air through the solitary wave crests at 1850-m altitude.

(0630 UTC). The bore had already evolved into a soliton composed of waves with a horizontal wavelength of
⬃15 km.1 The depth of the antecedent PBL [0.75 km
1
This wavelength was estimated using time-to-space conversion
and the bore propagation speed of 9.8 m s⫺1, the latter having
been measured by the movement of the pressure jumps detected
in mesonet time series data as well as the movement of fine lines
in S-Pol imagery.

estimated from the sharp vertical gradient in FM-CW
signal strength (Fig. 4a)] abruptly jumps to 1.3 km following the passage of the bore front at 0630 UTC. The
MAPR signal-to-noise ratio data (Fig. 4b) imply an indirect influence of the bore to ⬎3 km (increasing with
the passage of the second and third waves at 0705 and
0735 UTC). “Indirect influence” here refers to induced
gravity wave motions above the body of fluid contained
within the bore (i.e., air originally contained beneath
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the low-level inversion). The MAPR data reveal a
quadrature (90°) phase relation between the vertical
motions (Fig. 4c) and fluctuations in the height of the
inversion (Fig. 4b). This is characteristic of gravity
waves, including solitary waves (Smith 1988; Koch and
Clark 1999). Maximum updrafts exceed 2 m s⫺1 below
2 km, but average ⬃1 m s⫺1 over the 10-min bore lifting
periods, resulting in 0.6 km of lifting. This agrees quite
well with the observed increase of the PBL depth.
HARLIE observations of aerosol backscatter returns
are shown in Fig. 5a for the lowest 12 km of the atmosphere for a ⫾3.5-h period of time surrounding the passage of bore A and in Fig. 5b for the lowest 4 km for a
⫾1.0 h time segment centered on 0700 UTC. The
larger-scale display illustrates the effects of mixing by
the bore and subsequent waves, as aerosols are wafted
through a 4-km-deep layer by passage of the soliton; in
addition, there is evidence of cloud development well
above the bore. The zoomed-in display presents a clear
picture of the bore and subsequent waves, and their
influence on lifting an elevated layer of high aerosol
content originally present in the 1.5–2.0-km layer to
above 4 km. This influence is likely the indirect result of
lifting above the bore associated with upward propagation of gravity wave energy, which promoted mixing
and possible cloud development at higher altitudes.
FM-CW, MAPR, and SRL displays near the time of
passage of bore B are presented in Fig. 6. The PBL is
less well defined in the MAPR display than seen prior
to the passage of bore/soliton A because of the vigorous
mixing associated with that bore. In fact, the PBL appears to have developed a dual structure, as shown in
Fig. 6b by an elevated inversion that descends in elevation from 2.3 km at 0930 to 1.6 km by 1030 UTC, in
addition to a rather unchanging surface-based inversion
at a height of 1.1 km.
A quadrature phase relation existing between the
MAPR vertical motions associated with bore B and the
oscillations of the inversion surface once again supports
a solitary wave interpretation. The MAPR vertical velocities, as well as the FM-CW data, suggest the presence of two solitary waves following the bore front.
These waves display a horizontal wavelength of ⬃8 km,

←
FIG. 7. S-Pol radar reflectivity (dBZ ) at 0.0 elevation angle at
(a) 1013, (b) 1033, and (c) 1052 UTC. White horizontal line shows
60-km scale. Homestead is located at ⴐ. Long sinewy line is the
bore front. Shorter line to its northwest is a solitary wave, which
lags the bore. Curvy line to the northeast is the outflow boundary
produced by convective cells. Black arrow in (c) depicts flight
track of UW King Air at 1850-m altitude.
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FIG. 8. Flight-level data from UW King Air flight measured from 1047 to 1055 UTC along a track
perpendicular to bore B at 1850 m AGL. Shown are traces of (a) potential temperature (K; light line) and
mixing ratio (g kg⫺1; thick line), (b) bore-relative wind component assuming a bore velocity of 10.2 m s⫺1
from 330° (m s⫺1; light line, with negative values indicating flow from the front to the back of the bore) and
vertical velocity (m s⫺1; thick line), and (c) pressure perturbation (hPa). Flight track is shown in Figs. 6 and
7. Aircraft passed through the bore front at nearly the same time that the bore passed over Homestead
(1050:24 UTC).

as estimated using a propagation speed of 6.9 m s⫺1
determined from sequences of S-Pol reflectivity imagery (the trailing line to the northwest of the bore front
in Fig. 7). Since the speed of bore propagation was 10.2
m s⫺1, the implication is that the solitary waves lagged
the bore. A unique property of solitary waves is that the
speed of wave propagation is proportional to their amplitude. The relative difference in speed between the
bore front (the leading wave with largest amplitude)
and the waves of smaller amplitude that followed the
bore reflects this fact.

b. UW King Air observations
Solitary waves associated with bore B also are readily
apparent in data collected in situ by the UWKA aircraft
as it flew a number of sorties near Homestead perpendicular to the bore front. The flight leg at the 1850-m
altitude (Fig. 7c) was the only one that intercepted the
bore front and the crests of the solitary waves (Fig. 6a).
The data measured during this flight from 1047 to 1055
UTC (Fig. 8) show that the aircraft intercepted the bore
at 1050:25 UTC just as it was passing over the Homestead facilities. Also apparent are two amplitudeordered solitary waves with horizontal wavelengths of
⬃7 km. Considering the UWKA, FM-CW, and MAPR
data together, we conclude that the average horizontal
wavelength of the solitary waves was 8.3 ⫾ 1.3 km. The

antiphase relationships seen between perturbations in
potential temperature and pressure, and quadrature
(quarter-wavelength) relationships between potential
temperature and vertical velocity perturbations, are
both characteristics of solitary waves.
Changes experienced by the UWKA as it penetrated
the bore consisted of 3 g kg⫺1 moistening, 3°C cooling,
and 4 m s⫺1 increase in wind speed directed toward the
rear of the bore. The sustained nature of the changes
supports the interpretation of their source being a bore.
The small 0.15-hPa magnitude of the pressure jump
suggests that the bore was not much deeper than the
flight level. Assuming that the temperature perturbation and the base-state potential temperatures are independent of height, then Eq. (2) predicts that the top
of the bore was 2.2 km, or only 0.3 km above the flight
level. This bore depth from the UWKA data is comparable to the ⬃2.0 km estimate from FM-CW and the
⬃2.7 km obtained from MAPR (though it is difficult to
separate the bore top from layers of atmosphere lifted
above the bore in the MAPR display). We suggest that
a best estimate of the bore depth is 2.3 ⫾ 0.3 km.

c. AERI observations and the role of the bores in
convective initiation
AERI data provided unique insight into the thermodynamic structures associated with the bores. Time–
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height displays of potential temperature, relative humidity, and mixing ratio in the lowest 2.5 km of the
atmosphere (Fig. 9) clearly reveal the passage of both
bores. The bore signature consists of an abrupt cooling
of 1°–3°C (strongest in the 500–1200-m layer) and rapid
moistening throughout this layer. The lack of nearsurface cooling is characteristic of bores (Smith 1988;
Koch and Clark 1999). A rapid increase of mixing ratio
occurs with bore A, but less so with bore B, primarily
because ample moisture had been diffused throughout
a 2-km-deep layer by the earlier passage of bore A and
the subsequent wave train (resulting in a doubling of
the precipitable water from the surface to 2.5 km).
Thermodynamic soundings derived from the AERI
data at approximately 2-h intervals and the two Homestead ISS soundings from 0401 and 1045 UTC are
shown in Fig. 10. The variations in convective available
potential energy (CAPE), convective inhibition (CIN),
and the lifting condensation level (LCL) shown on
these individual sounding plots primarily reflect lowertropospheric changes detected in the AERI measurements. Prior to the passage of bore A, a strong inversion was present—at 835 hPa at 0401 UTC (Fig. 10e)
and at 800 hPa at 0602 UTC (Fig. 10a). This inversion
separated a relatively moist PBL from much drier air
aloft and also prevented parcels of air from reaching
their level of free convection as indicated by the large
CIN value of ⫺970 J kg⫺1 at 0602 UTC. Following
passage of bore A, this inversion was weakened considerably and lifted (Fig. 10b); also, substantial moistening of the atmosphere occurred below 700 hPa prior
to the appearance of bore B (Fig. 10c). The net effect of
the passage of both bores (Fig. 11) was to increase the
CAPE modestly, but to reduce the CIN by more than
half and decrease the LCL from 740 to 820 hPa. These
changes were not quite sufficient to trigger development of deep convection. However, similar destabilization and moistening effects produced locally by bores
noted in other studies have sometimes led to triggering
of severe convection (e.g., Koch and Clark 1999).

d. Mesoscale surface analyses
The collection of surface mesonets in IHOP made it
possible to track the evolution of surface convergence
boundaries. This task was much simpler for stations
that had 1–5-min observations; however the paucity of
such data in the western Oklahoma and Texas Panhandles (Fig. 1) did present problems. Time series of
temperature, pressure perturbation (a simple difference from the value at the time of bore passage), and
computed refractivity changes from stations VERL and
HISS are shown in Fig. 12. Passage of bore A at VERL
was marked by a 1.9-hPa pressure jump at 0520 UTC

VOLUME 136

FIG. 9. Time (UTC) vs height (m AGL) displays of thermodynamic properties obtained from AERI measurements: (a) potential temperature (K), (b) relative humidity (%), and (c) mixing
ratio (g kg⫺1). Times of passage of bores A and B are shown with
black vertical lines. Short periods of missing data have been interpolated across in this display (but not in Fig. 18, which uses the
full high-resolution data).

and by a less abrupt 1.3-hPa increase at HISS at 0628
UTC, which is indicative of the weakening of the bore
as it progressed toward the HISS remote sensing facility. Two amplitude-ordered solitary waves are evident
in the VERL trace. More waves are detectable at HISS,
but they lack the amplitude ordering seen earlier. Insignificant cooling occurred with the bore at both stations. Slight warming accompanied the passage of the
first solitary wave. Refractivity changes are dramatic at
VERL (a decrease exceeding 10 N units during the
pressure jump), as a result of substantial drying at the
surface, but are virtually nonexistent at HISS.
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FIG. 10. Skew T–log p thermodynamic charts derived from AERI measurements at approximately 2-h intervals: (a)
0602, (b) 0755, (c) 1003, and (d) 1156 UTC, and profiles of virtual potential temperature (K; dark lines) and
bore-relative winds (m s⫺1; light lines) from Homestead ISS soundings at (e) 0401 and (f) 1045 UTC. Since AERI
measurements are gradually blended with analyses from the RUC model above 2.5 km, soundings above 700 hPa do
not represent the AERI data.
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FIG. 11. Temporal variations in the CAPE (J kg⫺1), CIN (J
kg⫺1), and LCL (hPa) from AERI soundings at the times shown
by the markers (approximately hourly).

VOLUME 136

The changes accompanying passage of bore B at
RUST and HISS are shown in Fig. 13. Bore B produced
a 1.3-hPa pressure rise at RUST at 1036 UTC and a
1.8-hPa rise at HISS at 1042 UTC, but with 1°C cooling
at RUST and 1.4°C warming at HISS. Note that neither
temperature change is sustained, in contrast to the pressure changes, further evidence that both phenomena
are bores. Refractivity changes were pronounced at
RUST (a sudden increase of 3 N units followed immediately by a large decrease of 6 N units)—the result of
moistening followed by drying—but are negligible at
HISS.
By plotting such changes at all mesonet stations on
maps, spatial interrelationships become apparent (Figs.
14 and 15), allowing for clear identification of the evolution of the density currents into bores. The isochrones
of the times of passage of the pressure jump lines were
used, in conjunction with the S-Pol fine line analyses, to
determine the propagation velocities for the density
currents and bores. The pressure jumps were consistently strongest during the early stages when cooling
occurred with the jumps, indicating the presence of a

FIG. 12. Time series of (a) temperature (thin lines; °C) and pressure perturbation (thick lines; hPa) from station VERL (Fig. 1), (b)
refractivity change (thin lines; N units) and pressure perturbation (thick lines; hPa) from VERL, (c) temperature and pressure
perturbation from station HISS, and (d) refractivity change and pressure perturbation from station HISS. Bore A passes through VERL
and HISS at 0520 and 0630 UTC, respectively.
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12 but for time series from stations (a), (b) RUST and (c), (d) HISS for bore B. Bore B passes through RUST
and HISS at 1036 and 1044 UTC, respectively. Cooling and strong refractivity changes accompany bore B at RUST at this time, when
the ground-based remote sensing systems detected the passage of the bore. These signatures are not present at HISS, even though the
two events are only minutes apart.

density current structure at those times. The cooling
associated with density current B was much stronger
than that detected with system A and also had two
points of origin—one over extreme southwestern Kansas and a second one over southern Kansas to the north
of Homestead (Fig. 15c). The density currents evolved
into bores as the cooling signature was replaced by
warming. This occurred quickly for bore A (Fig. 14) but,
because of the stronger initial cooling with density current B and the reinforcement of cooling in the central
Oklahoma Panhandle, the warming associated with bore
B was delayed and weaker. The following sequence of
events characterized both bores: first, the strong pressure jump associated with the cooling, followed by
maximum surface warming downstream of the pressure
jump region, and finally, the strongest refractivity (thus,
moisture) decreases. The probable cause for this curious behavior is discussed immediately below.

e. Refractivity changes
Near-surface refractivity (N ) change fields computed
from S-Pol and surface mesonet data during the times

of bore passage are displayed with mesonet temperature and wind observations in Fig. 16. The radarderived band of pronounced rate of decrease in N (⫺7
units in 12 min) occurring in association with the passage of bore A in the central Oklahoma Panhandle
region (Fig. 16a) is comparable to the ⫺10 N changes at
VERL. The mesonet data showed that the primary
cause for this sudden decrease in refractivity was a
rapid drop in water vapor mixing ratio [the moist term
in Eq. (1)]. However, this band virtually disappeared
during its short progression to the Homestead facility
(Fig. 16b), in excellent agreement with the mesonet refractivity changes shown. Refractivity changes accompanying the passage of bore B were weaker and less
organized compared to bore A (Fig. 16c) and, once
again, the band of refractivity decrease nearly disappeared by the time it reached HISS (Fig. 16d).
The refractivity changes computed from S-Pol and
the surface mesonet traces were in good agreement
overall, as the correlation coefficient was 0.88 (Fig.
17a). The temperature and mixing ratio data collected
by AERI were also used to estimate refractivity
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FIG. 14. Surface analyses for bore A of (a) isochrones of times of passage of bore pressure jump (30-min UTC intervals),
(b) amplitude of pressure jump (0.2-hPa intervals), (c) temperature change associated with bore passage (1.0°C intervals,
with cooling denoted by dashed lines), and (d) computed refractivity changes associated with bore passage (2 N unit
intervals).

changes, and these were compared to estimates from
the SRL (though not totally independent, since we applied AERI temperature measurements to the SRL
data). This comparison shows that AERI and SRL estimates of refractivity change fluctuations averaged
over the 300–500-m layer were also in close agreement
(Fig. 17b).
Since the various instrument estimates of refractivity
changes have been shown to agree well with one another, these data were examined to understand why the
pronounced refractivity decreases near the surface seen
only 15 km west of the Homestead facility vanished so
quickly. AERI time–height displays over the lowest
2000 m of the atmosphere of refractivity, mixing ratio,
and potential temperature, as well as “perturbation”
fields (defined as a difference from the average at each
level calculated over the entire time window), are pre-

sented in Fig. 18. Both bores produced pronounced increases of refractivity of ⬃6–8 units associated with sudden increases of mixing ratio of ⬃1–2 g kg⫺1 and slight
cooling (except for the lowest 50 m). Note also the
existence of a very shallow (⬍200 m deep) moist layer
near the surface with no evidence of drying or refractivity decreases. These measurements made by AERI
at the Homestead facility and the earlier discussion on
refractivity changes computed from S-Pol and the mesonet together suggest that at earlier times, when the
bore/soliton system was much stronger, downward mixing of warm, dry air from above the inversion produced
substantial surface drying and decreases in refractivity.
However, with the demise of the bore/soliton system
near Homestead, this mixing became much less vigorous. Consequently, lifting of air by the bore head only
produced adiabatic cooling aloft with no surface drying
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14 but for bore B. Strong cooling occurs from the thunderstorm outflow density current prior to bore
formation. Indication of a secondary surge of cooling over the central Oklahoma Panhandle in the 0930–1030 UTC time
period is associated with the weak outflow boundary discussed earlier (cf. Fig. 7).

and distributed the very moist air near the surface upward through the bore depth and beyond by the waves.
This hypothesis lends itself to testing using the numerical model, as discussed next.

zontal wavelength, amplitude ordering) nearly identical
to those observed. These results indicate that the ability
of NWP models to simulate observed bores and solitons
is predicated on their ability to accurately simulate precipitation and to have sufficient resolution.

5. Numerical model results

a. Sensitivity to model grid resolution

The model simulations were unable to reproduce features resembling bore A. The reason for this failure is
that the MM5 did not predict any deep convection over
New Mexico or the western Oklahoma Panhandle from
0000 to 0900 UTC. On the other hand, the models successfully produced a bore corresponding well in timing
and location with observed bore B because they accurately simulated the quasi-stationary frontal system and
the postfrontal precipitation. Furthermore, the highestresolution model was able to produce a soliton from
this bore with characteristics (number of waves, hori-

Surface wind divergence and temperature fields predicted by the 2- and 0.7-km model runs are shown in
Fig. 19 at two times. The considerable detail present in
the divergence fields originates primarily from topographic features, such as over eastern New Mexico, or
the pronounced northwest–southeast stationary band in
southwestern Kansas associated with the Cimarron
River valley (Figs. 19c,d). However, animation of these
hourly fields shows a single band that propagates southeastward in a coherent fashion—the strong southwest–
northeast band of coupled convergence and divergence
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FIG. 16. Refractivity 12-min change fields over the central Oklahoma Panhandle derived from S-Pol measurements for bore A at (a)
0532 and (b) 0632 UTC and bore B at (c) 1032 and (d) 1042 UTC. Radar-derived refractivity changes are in N units (color scale on the
right). Selected mesonet computed refractivity values are shown during times of bore passage (solid white dots). White curves depict
bore location where a radar refractivity signal is apparent. Also shown are local mesonet observations of winds (kt) and temperature
by white lettering inside black boxes (°C). Scale on left side of the figure shows distance (km). The 40-km radius range circle from the
S-Pol radar is shown in (a). Homestead is 15 km due east of the radar.

extending from the northwestern part of the Oklahoma
Panhandle to central Kansas. This band owes its existence to the surface cold front, but the temperature
gradient across this band was sharpened by cold pools
originating from model precipitation in eastern Colorado to the north of the front. This band is located at
the leading edge of the weak frontal zone identifiable in
the isotherm packing at 0800 UTC, but 1 h later the
band has propagated ahead of this thermal feature. The
change in relative position of these features represents
the model’s transformation from a density current to a
bore. The numerically predicted bore passes through
Homestead at 1115 UTC, only ⬃30 min later than observed.
The high-resolution nested grid simulation has the
same divergence–convergence band associated with the
density current and the bore, but it also contains several

parallel bands in the wake of the bore front. These
latter features are solitary waves, which are better revealed in a vertical cross section taken perpendicular to
the band (Fig. 20d). The solitary waves display amplitude ordering and a horizontal wavelength of 9.3 km,
which compares favorably to the 8.3 km averaged from
the FM-CW, MAPR, and UWKA data. By contrast, the
very weak waves in the 2-km simulation have an average wavelength of 11.6 km. This is smaller than 6 times
the grid spacing, so those waves are poorly resolved.
The bore is also clearly present in the coarse and fine
grid model forecasts. The antecedent inversion surface
is abruptly lifted during the progression of the bore to
the southeast at a speed of 8.4 m s⫺1 in the fine-grid
simulation (as compared with 10.2 m s⫺1 in the observations and 9.5 m s⫺1 in the 2-km simulation). The parent density current (the cold front) is visible 10 km to
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FIG. 17. Comparisons of low-level refractivity changes measured by various observing systems: (a) 10-min refractivity changes derived
from S-Pol 0° scan data vs surface mesonet stations, and (b) 15-min refractivity changes estimated from AERI (thin gray line) vs SRL
(thick black line) over the 300–500-m layer nearest the surface. Black and thick gray lines in (a) depict line of regression through the
data (correlation coefficient r ⫽ 0.88) and line of perfect correlation, respectively.

the northwest of the incipient bore at 0800 UTC, but
this distance increases to nearly 30 km by 0900 UTC as
the bore propagates ahead of the density current.

b. Turbulence and mixing in the simulations
The three waves constituting the soliton at 0900 UTC
in the fine-grid simulation grew to five waves within
one hour (Fig. 21), but did not increase in number afterward. The fine-grid simulation predicts that the intensity of mixing (TKE) is strongest within the moist
PBL ahead of the bore, directly behind the bore head,
and underneath the solitary waves. The first of these
three regions is easily understood to be the result of the
shear stress related to the strong along-bore flow associated with the low-level jet [the third term on the rhs of
(3)]. This conjecture is supported by an independent
calculation of this term (not shown). The other two
regions are actually related to the same process, as revealed by the 15-min resolution plots shown in the right
half of Fig. 21. A TKE feature highlighted by the arrow
in this figure illustrates this process. This local maximum in TKE originates at 0900 UTC just behind the
bore head. It is then advected rearward and downward
by the vertical motions associated with this wave into
the ridge region of the second wave by 0915, where it
undergoes vertical deformation. This TKE patch subsequently undergoes a similar process as it progresses

through the trough following the second wave and is
mixed into the ridge of the third wave. As this feature
makes its way rearward and downward, it is increasingly subjected to less static stability and the buoyancy
term in (3) becomes more important.
The fine-grid simulation of mixing processes is further understood with the analyses presented in Fig. 22.
Two major points can be made. First, mixing ratio is
substantially reduced within each solitary wave trough
due to entrainment of dry air above the inversion and
subsidence (Fig. 22a). These dry intrusions penetrate to
within 800 m of the surface. In addition, a drying effect
also displaying a wavelike behavior is evident very near
to the surface and under the wave train. Between these
two regions, a layer of high mixing ratio in excess of 14
g kg⫺1 (also of relative humidity exceeding 90%; not
shown) is found. Second, the bore-relative circulation
(Fig. 22b) shows the existence of nearly closed circulations beneath each of the waves within 500 m of the
surface. Since moisture could not be advected from the
rear toward the bore front, any dry air that was brought
down to these very low levels by the wave-induced subsidence would be trapped near the surface. In fact, a
time–height cross section of mixing ratio variations at
the point where the bore front intersects the cross section at 0900 UTC (Fig. 22c) shows the existence of very
shallow drying at and following the bore passage. The
shallow drying is strikingly apparent in the time series
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FIG. 18. AERI time–height displays from 0400 to 1200 UTC of (a) refractivity (N units), (b) perturbation refractivity (N units), (c)
mixing ratio (g kg⫺1), (d) perturbation mixing ratio (g kg⫺1), (e) potential temperature (K), and (f) perturbation potential temperature
(K). Passage of bores A and B occurs at 0625 and 1050 UTC.
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FIG. 19. MM5 model simulations of wind divergence (10⫺4 s⫺1, blue: divergence, red: convergence) and isotherms (1°C intervals) at
the surface from (a) 2.0-km-resolution model at 0800 UTC, (b) 2.0-km-resolution model at 0900 UTC, (c) 0.7-km-resolution model at
0800 UTC, and (d) 0.7-km-resolution model at 0900 UTC. The white box in (a) and (b) depicts region of nested 0.7-km model domains.
Black line segments in (c) and (d) indicate positions of cross-sectional lines for both larger-scale and nested grid domains shown in Figs.
20–22. Bore front is identifiable as the northeast–southwest-oriented thin line of coupled convergence–divergence. Solitary wave train
following in its wake develops in the nested model simulation. Terrain features or convection force other details in the divergence field.

taken at this point at the surface showing 2 g kg⫺1
decrease in a 2-h period (Fig. 22d). This particular detail is quite consistent with what was seen at RUST and
similar stations during the active phase of bore B (Fig.
13b). Additionally present is the sudden moistening
aloft resulting from the bore and subsequent solitary
wave lifting, a feature similar to that discussed earlier
(e.g., Fig. 18).
The MRI turbulence sensor on the UWKA (Xia
2001) provides supporting evidence for the model simulations of TKE and mixing processes. According to the
Kolmogoroff similarity theory, the TKE within the inertial subrange (isr) is

TKE ⫽ C

冕

2Ⲑ3k⫺5Ⲑ3 dk,

共4兲

isr

where  is the eddy dissipation rate (m2 s⫺3), k is the
wavenumber, and C is a constant. The TKE (actually,
2/3) as measured by the MRI turbulence sensor is
shown in Fig. 23a from three flight legs: the 1850-m leg,
discussed earlier, that was flown through the bore front;
a 240-m leg flown on a return leg toward the southeast;
and a third leg made at 1410 m AGL. The locations of
the flight legs relative to the bore front and the solitary
waves are depicted in Figs. 23b and 23c. Note the parallel bands of reflectivity behind the bore front (high-
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FIG. 20. Simulated potential temperature (1-K isentropes), TKE (color-fill, J kg⫺1), and two-dimensional vertical circulation fields at
(a) 0800 UTC from 2.0-km-resolution model, (b) 0800 UTC from 0.7-km-resolution model, (c) 0900 UTC from 2.0-km-resolution
model, and (d) 0900 UTC from 0.7-km-resolution model. Cross section for both models is the same (cf. Figs. 19c,d). Panels have been
rotated such that northwest (southeast) is to the right (left), in order to make comparison with the remote sensing systems more direct.
Bore/soliton B (BB) evolves from, and propagates ahead of, density current (DC) in the simulation.

lighted by the black line in Fig. 23c). These are indicative of solitary waves. Turbulence is minimal at 1850 m
AGL, whereas high values of TKE are encountered at
240 m AGL behind the bore in association with the
solitary waves. The TKE peaks display an average period of 111 s, corresponding to a horizontal wavelength
of 8.1 km given the ground speed of the aircraft minus
the bore propagation speed, which agrees very well
with the observed solitary wave scale. These data corroborate the model predictions showing negligible TKE
within the solitary waves and strong TKE generation
beneath each of the solitary waves.

6. Predictions from hydraulic theory
In this section, we use hydraulic theory to support
our conjecture that the observed phenomena were

bores. In addition, we draw comparisons regarding the
horizontal wavelength of the solitary waves to the
theory of Crook (1984) for a two-layer fluid, which is an
extension of the theory of Benjamin and Lighthill
(1954) for an undular bore on a free surface.
According to Rottman and Simpson (1989), bore
propagation speed (Cbore) depends upon its depth (db),
the inversion layer depth (h0), and the long gravity
wave speed (Cgw):
Cbore ⲐCgw ⫽ 关0.5共db Ⲑh0兲共1 ⫹ db Ⲑh0兲兴1Ⲑ2.

共5兲

The long (or shallow water) wave speed is a function of
the observed inversion depth and buoyancy frequency.
Bore depth is a function of two parameters—the ratio
of the density current speed to the gravity wave speed
(Cdc /Cgw), and the density current depth (ddc) normal-
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FIG. 21. Simulated potential temperature (1-K isentropes), TKE (color-fill; J kg⫺1), and twodimensional vertical circulation fields at (a) 0730, (b) 0800, (c) 0830, (d) 0900, (e) 0915, (f) 0930, (g) 0945,
and (h) 1000 UTC from 0.7-km-resolution MM5 model run showing evolution from a density current [(a)]
to a bore [(b)] and then to an amplitude-ordered soliton. Cross-section location is depicted in Figs. 19c,d.
Arrow highlights a TKE feature discussed in the text.
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FIG. 22. MM5 0.7-km forecast for 0900 UTC of (a) mixing ratio (g kg⫺1; color-fill) and potential temperature (1-K
isentropes) along cross-section path in Fig. 19d, (b) bore-relative wind component (flow toward the bore from the
southeast is in blue, and flow toward the bore from the northwest is in red; m s⫺1) and isentropes, (c) time–height cross
section of mixing ratio (g kg⫺1) at the point where the bore front intersects the cross section at 0900 UTC (Fig. 19d), and
(d) temporal variation in surface mixing ratio variations (g kg⫺1) at the same point.

ized by the inversion depth (h0). According to Koch et
al. (1991),
ddc ⫽

冉 冊冉 冊
冉 冊

c⌬p
Cdc
≅
wg关共pc Ⲑpw兲w ⫺ c兴
Fr

Cdc ⫽ Fr

冉 冊
⌬p
w

1Ⲑ2

⬇ Fr gddc

Cgw ⫽ 公g⌬共h0 Ⲑ兲,

⌬


2


,
g⌬

共6a兲

and

共6b兲

1Ⲑ2

,

共6c兲

where w and c are the virtual potential temperatures
in the warm and cold air masses, respectively; ⌬ is the
temperature jump across the inversion layer; Fr is a
representative Froude number (arbitrarily assumed to
be 0.95); and ⌬p represents the hydrostatic portion of
the pressure jump at the head of the density current.
Koch and Clark (1999, see their Table 3) applied four
alternative predictions for bore speed to account for

such factors as finite fluid depth, an extremely shallow
stable layer, and the need to restrict energy loss to the
neutral layer above the SBL waveguide (Klemp et al.
1997). In the comparisons with observations here, we
use the average of all four theoretical predictions.
The predictions for density current speed and depth,
bore propagation speed and depth, and the horizontal
wavelength of the solitary waves are shown in Table 2
using input parameter values shown in Table 1. One
conclusion drawn from these computations is that the
bore depths observed by FM-CW, MAPR, UWKA,
and SRL are within 300 m of the predicted values (i.e.,
within the observational error estimates). In addition,
the observed bore speeds (9.8 and 10.2 m s⫺1, respectively, for bores A and B) fall within the standard deviation of the various theoretical estimates. These comparisons with theory provide strong support for our
contention that the observed phenomena were bores.
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FIG. 23. Turbulence detected by UWKA: (a) 2/3 (10⫺4 m4/3 s⫺2; gray), where  (m2 s⫺3) are the eddy
dissipation rate (EDR) measurements taken by MRI sensor on flight legs for 1047–1124 UTC, and flight
level (m AGL; black lines), (b) distance of aircraft relative to bore front location, and (c) paths of aircraft
for 1850 m AGL leg (left; 1047–1055 UTC) and 240 m AGL leg (right; 1101–1111 UTC) superimposed on
S-Pol reflectivity imagery.

The solitary wave predictions for horizontal wavelength
are excellent for bore A, but not for bore B, because of
the greater uncertainty regarding the inversion layer
height in the latter case. The observed and predicted
bore strengths all lie in the range of 1.73–2.20, which
falls at or just below the lower end of values for which
laboratory experiments indicate some mixing occurs
behind the bore head (Rottman and Simpson 1989).
The remote sensing observations discussed here qualitatively support those laboratory results.

7. Conclusions
The structure and dynamics of two bores that were
generated during the early morning hours of 4 June
2002 and their evolution into an amplitude-ordered
train of solitary waves derived from synthesis of the
observations, numerical model simulations, and hydraulic theory have shed light on the entrainment and
mixing processes associated with these phenomena.
Detailed vertical structure and characteristics of these
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TABLE 1. Input parameter values for prediction of bore propagation speed and depth from hydraulic theory. The source of data for
determining values for the bores is shown in parentheses under “Data source or method of calculation.”
Symbol

Parameter

Units

Bore A

Bore B

Data source or method of calculation

H
db
h0
Cb
⌬
U
⌬
Cdc
⌬p


Tropopause height
Bore depth
Inversion depth
Bore propagation speed
Inversion strength
Mean head wind
Density current cooling
Density current speed
Pressure jump
Horizontal wavelength

km
km
km
m s⫺1
K
m s⫺1
K
m s⫺1
hPa
km

12.2
1.30
0.75
9.8
8.0
17.0
5.5
21.3
2.8
15.8

10.8
2.30
1.10
10.2
6.0
17.5
7.6
10.0
2.2
8.3

0401 (1045) UTC Homestead soundings
FM-CW and MAPR (bore A), MAPR–UWKA–SRL (bore B)
0401 (1045) UTC soundings (Fig. 10) ⫹ SRL for bore B
Isochrone analyses of S-Pol fine lines (Figs. 14a, 15a)
0401 (1045) UTC Homestead soundings (Fig. 10)
0401 (1045) UTC Homestead soundings using Cb values
Temperature drop at source of pressure jump (Figs. 14c, 15c)
Isochrone analyses of S-Pol fine lines and pressure jump lines
Value of pressure jump in density current region (Figs. 14b, 15b)
Product of solitary wave speed (e.g., Fig. 7) and periodicity in
FM-CW, MAPR, and UWKA data

phenomena were obtained using an unprecedented set
of ground-based remote sensing systems and aircraft
observations for study of bores and solitons. We believe
this is also the first attempt to simulate details of observed solitary wave characteristics (horizontal wavelength, wave amplitude, phase speed, and structure) associated with a bore generated by moist convection
with a numerical weather prediction model initialized
using real data. Another original contribution of this
study is its quantitative examination of the mixing processes associated with the life cycle of bores from inception to dissipation.
Despite the fact that both bores were in their dissipating stage when they passed over the Homestead observing site, the FM-CW, MAPR, HARLIE, and SRL
systems all showed that the antecedent nocturnal inversion depth was nearly doubled by the passage of the
bore. HARLIE showed that aerosols were wafted
throughout an even deeper depth of the atmosphere by
mixing associated with the solitary waves. The UW
King Air aircraft and ground-based AERI data showed
that the bores cooled and moistened the atmosphere
aloft due to adiabatic lifting. Bore passage resulted in
dramatic destabilization due to this moistening, plus
lifting and weakening of the capping inversion, thereby

making the atmosphere much more conducive to convective initiation than beforehand.
Detailed mesonet observations showed the following
sequence of events at the surface: a strong pressure
jump produced by cooling associated with the initial
density current, followed by warming downstream of
the pressure jump region due to downward mixing of
air with higher potential temperature from above the
inversion, and finally, strong refractivity decreases
caused by a rapid drop in water vapor mixing ratio.
However, by the time the bores had progressed to the
Homestead facility, the drying signatures had vanished
and, in some cases, been replaced by surface moistening, as the bores were dissipating. The AERI data at
Homestead indicated that the bores produced pronounced increases of refractivity over the lowest 2 km
associated with sudden increases of mixing ratio. It was
conjectured that in the absence of vigorous mixing, the
lifting by the bore head and solitary waves would only
produce adiabatic cooling aloft and distribute the very
moist air near the surface upward through a large depth
without any surface drying. This conjecture was tested
using numerical models.
Numerical simulations made from 2-km- and nested
0.7-km-resolution model runs both produced a bore

TABLE 2. Predicted bore propagation speed and depth from hydraulic theory using observed input parameter values in Table 1.
Symbol

Parameter

Units

Bore A

Bore B

Data source or method of calculation

db /h0
ddc
ddc /h0
Cdc
Cgw
Cdc /Cgw
db /h0
db
Cb


Bore strength
Density current depth
Normalized density current depth
Density current speed
Gravity wave speed
Froude number
Predicted bore strength
Predicted bore depth
Ground-relative bore speed
Predicted horizontal wavelength

—
km
—
m s⫺1
m s⫺1
—
—
km
m s⫺1
km

1.73
1.42
1.89
16.8
13.7
1.23
2.2
1.65
9.2 ⫾ 0.8
15.8

2.09
0.94
0.72
16.6
14.4
1.15
2.0
2.20
11.3 ⫾ 2.0
25.3

Simple ratio
Equation (6a) (first term)
Simple ratio
Equation (6b) (second term)
Equation (6c)
Simple ratio
Koch and Clark (1999, Table 3)
Product of predicted db /h0 and observed h0
Predicted bore speed minus U
Crook (1984)
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that corresponded well in timing and location to observed bore B, though neither was able to produce anything like bore A. These results were sensitive neither
to model grid resolution, nor to the choice of PBL
schemes tested. However, only the higher resolution
model was able to produce a solitary wave train with
characteristics similar to those observed. Turbulent kinetic energy was produced immediately to the rear of
the bore head, and then advected rearward and distorted by the closed circulations associated with each of
the solitary waves, with the result being strong turbulence and mixing in local regions under the waves. The
mixing induced by the waves entrained air from above
the inversion and transported this dry air throughout
the PBL, resulting in a reduction of 2 g kg⫺1 at the
surface. This process occurred during the active period
of the bore and soliton in the model, and was substantiated by UWKA aircraft measurements of turbulence.
This study shows that it is possible for NWP models
to predict bores and solitons, and to be used as research
tools, in combination with remote sensing systems, to
understand the dynamics of these phenomena. However, the value of the model depends upon whether it
can skillfully forecast observed precipitation patterns,
given the sensitivity of the density current and bore
occurrence to this factor. Other necessary ingredients
for successful numerical simulation include the proper
simulation of the waveguide, such as a frontal system
acting as a horizontal delimiter, and the strength of the
low-level jet, which acts as an important mechanism for
trapping vertical wave energy propagation.
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